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The rapid development of information technology provides a new solution to the
problem. In order to improve the work efficiency, reduce operating costs, the various
fields has made in promoting informatization, including tax field. The Key Tax Source
is Key work of Tax Bureau. However, many Tax Bureau all use semi automated mode
to manage the Key Tax Source information , and use Excel to save information, this
model has low efficiency, high error rate, which is unable to meet the demand of tax
administration management. In this context, So let information technology replace
manual mode, which is the development trend of Tax Bureau.
This paper analyzes the status of key tax source management and the existing
problems. Through the good experience of the other similar system, complete the
system demand analysis, including feasibility analysis, business process analysis, data
flow analysis, case analysis and non functional requirements analysis. Based on the
analysis of demand, The paper use flowchart to design system function module
detailed, then design database from three aspects of concept structure, logic structure
and physical structure, and then to ensure that the system has high reliability, the
system security design. Finally, the paper achieves the system.
This system is designed and realized based on J2EE platform, using SQL Server
to store data information, using SSH to implement the system. The test results show
that the system achieved the design goals, to complete the online information
reporting and tax alarm and other related functions.
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